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We study finitely additive measures on N, in particular how nice such a measure can be. We 
would like our “nice” measures to satisfy the following demand: If Y is obtained from X by a 
process which makes sets r times as small, from an intuitive point of view, then p(Y) = r-’ /L(X) 
for all X, YE p(N). Our measures show that formally distinct ways of making this statement 
precise are, indeed, distinct. One of our measures is extremely nice; it will be used to study the 
intuitively correct size of subsets of N. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. 
Let S be a set. A function p from P(S), the power set of S, to the positive reals 
will be called a measure on S if 
and 
P(S) = 1, 
~(XU Y)=p(X)+p(Y) for every two disjoint X, YE!?(S) 
A measure /J on S is said to be shift-invariant (also called translation-invariant) if 
it satisfies 
P(l+x) =pu(w, where l+X={l+x:x~X}. 
Banach [2, p. 341 has shown that N, the set of positive integers, has a shift-invariant 
measure. This has led to the more general question of which semigroups admit a 
left-invariant measure, see [5, 171. We here study the more special question, which 
appears implicitly in [l, $101, of how nice a measure on N can be, and especially 
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how much nicer than shift-invariant it can be. We would like our “nice” measures 
to satisfy the following demand: 
If Y is obtained from X by a process which makes sets r times as small, 
from an intuitive point of view, then p( Y) = r-’ . p(X) for all X, YE P(N). 
Our measures show that formally distinct ways of making this statement precise 
are, indeed, distinct. One of our measures is extremely nice; it will be used in 
Sections 10 and 11 to study the intuitively correct size of subsets of N. 
1.2. 
In order to discuss the properties of measures we are interested in we need to 
establish some notation. We put 
(1) r*K=(r*k:kEK}forrE[l,~),KcNand*E{+;}; 
(2) [x] = max{n EN: n < x} for x E [l, CO) (the greatest integer function); and 
(3) [X] = {[xl: x E X} for X G [l, co). 
Also, if K c N and if f is any function from N to N, we put 
(4) f 0 K ={n~hl: (3ks K) [n is the f(k)th member of N]}; 
(5) K of={k~ K: (3n~N) [k is the f(n)th member of K]}. 
Finally, for K G N and m EN we put 
(6) K~m=K~f,wheref:N+Nisdefinedbyf(n)=mnforn~N. 
Remark 1.1. (a) Of course fo K is nothing but {f(k): k E K}, the image under f of 
K. The reason for our unusual notation is the following alternative description of 
f 0 K and K 0 f for infinite K c N: if c K : N+ K is the unique strictly increasing 
surjection (the counting function of X) then f 0 K and K 0 f are the ranges off 0 cK 
and cK of, respectively. (There is a similar description for finite K.) 
(b) f oN=Nof for allf:N+N since c,=id,. 
(c) K 0 f and K. m do not seem to have been considered before. To see what 
they mean consider a special case: K. 3 is obtained from K by taking every third 
element of K. (Intuitively, K * 3 is one third of K.) 
Let f: N + N be an injection. We denote 
if the limit exists. The set of all injections f: N+ N for which A(f) exists will be 
denoted by [L. And finally, for K E N we define the (asymptotic) density of K to be 
d(K) = lim lK n’l~ ‘11, 
n-r n 
if the limit exists 
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1.3. 
For a measure p on N and for A g [ 1, ~0) we define the following properties of p. 
(1) p is dzJE.zse if p vanishes on finite sets; 
(2) Al. is A-scale-invariant if ~([a. K]) = a-’ . p(K) for each a EA and each 
K GN; 
(3) E_L is A-stretchable if p([b + a. K]) = a-’ . p( X ) for each a E A, each b E [0, 00) 
and each K G N; 
(4) ~~isstretchubZeif~~(fOK)=h(f).~~(K)foreachf~[LandforeachK~N; 
(5) p is thinnuble if p(Kof)=h(f).p(K) foreachfE[L andforeach KEN; 
(6) p extends density if p(K) = d(K) for each K G N such that d(X) exists; and 
(7) p extends density r if p(K) = r provided d(X) = r, for each K E N such that 
d(K) exists. 
Remark 1.2. (a) Stretchability and thinnability are new, the other properties are 
known (at least for A = N or A = [ 1, CO)). 
(b) Density is important to us since d( K)-if it exists-is the intuitively correct 
size of K G N. This has the following simple minded reason. If we think of tV as the 
idealization of arbitrarily long initial segments-actual versus potential infinity- 
then density generalizes counting measure. (Counting measure on the finite set S 
assigns measure ]Xl/\Sl to X, for X E 9(S).) A better reason lies in the following 
proposition, undoubtedly known, whose straightforward proof we postpone until 
Section 12 (see Lemma 12.1). 
Proposition. Let f: N + N be an injection, and let K = f 0 N = N 0J: 
(i) Ifh(f) exists therz d(K)=h(f). 
(ii) Iff is strict1.v increasing and if d(K) exists then f E [L and A(f) = d(K). 
This says that the density of K is d if and only if K can be obtained from fV by 
stretching or thinning out RJ by a factor l/d. 
Remark 1.2. (c) We now see why stretchable and thinnable measures are so natural: 
they act on any subset of N the same way density acts on N; in particular, they 
extend density. (The converse is false by Example 5.6.) 
(d) Bumby and Ellentuck [3, Examples, p. 371 show that if p is a shift-invariant 
measure then p([ p + r. N]) = r-’ for all p E [0, 00) and r E [ 1,~) and remark that a 
[l, oo)-stretchable measure treats all sets as it must treat N, see [3, p. 401. This is 
similar to (c). We prefer stretchable thinnable measures because they treat more 
aspects of tV correctly and treat more sets as they treat RJ. Note that by Theorem 
1.4 below not every [l, co)-stretchable measure is stretchable. 
(e) It is important to consider injections only in the definitions of stretchability 
and thinnability. Jf ,f:N-+N is defined by f(2n-l)=f(2n)=2n for nEN, then 
lim,, n/f(n) = 1 but N 0 f = f 0 N = 2 . N, which gets measure $. 
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(f) All but one of our properties say that for suitable injections f: N + N 
for all K c N. (Let “suitable” imply ~(fo IV) f 0.) If we interpret p(X) as the 
probability of an arbitrary integer to belong to X, then we can interpret (*) as saying 
that the probability of an element of N to belong to K equals to the conditional 
probability of an element of fo IV to belong to fo K. 
Thinnability has an analogous interpretation. 
(g) It is not hard to see that a shift-invariant measure need not be {2}-scale- 
invariant, see Example 5.6, Case 2. As far as I know, there were apparently no 
examples illustrating the variety of measures between N-scale-invariant and 
stretchable. 
1.4. 
As remarked in Section 1.1, Banach has shown that N admits a shift-invariant 
measure. Agnew and Morse [l, QlO] have improved this result by showing that N 
has an &stretchable measure; it is not hard to see that their measure is in fact 
[l, co)-stretchable. Bumby and Ellentuck [3, p. 401, apparently unaware of [l], 
explicitly construct an [ 1, a)-stretchable measure on N, in their investigation of the 
intuitively correct size of subsets of N. (We continue this investigation in Sections 
10 and 11.) Jech and Prikry [8, p. 1641, apparently unaware of both [l] and [3], 
rediscovered the Agnew-Morse result and used a {2}-stretchable measure to study 
a property of measures on N which ignores the usual structure of N. 
Our first two results strengthen these results, and show that the strengthening is 
not just formally stronger. 
Theorem 1.3. N has a measure which is both stretchable and thinnable. (See Section 5.) 
Theorem 1.4. i%ere are a [ 1, co)-stretchable measure ,CL on N and a K G N such that 
p(K) = 1 but d(K) =O. (See Section 7.) 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 has several variations, one of which is to show that 
the Agnew-Morse measure is as required (this is not trivial), see Example 5.6. We 
use Theorem 1.3 to study the intuitively correct size of subsets of N in Sections 10 
and 11, and also to answer a question of Greanleaf [7, p. 181: a group that acts 
nontrivially and in a measure-preserving way need not be amenable, see Section 
5A. Theorem 1.3 is special for N: we show in Section 5B that there is no analogue 
for the positive reals or the positive rationals. Theorem 1.4 will be used to settle 
negatively a conjecture of Bumby and Ellentuck [3, p. 411 in Section 7A. It also 
plays a role in our discussion of the intuitively correct size of subsets of N. Note 
that the measure EL in Theorem 1.4 is neither stretchable nor thinnable since it does 
not extend density, see Remark 1.2(c). 
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We can answer one obvious question suggested by Theorem 1.3. 
Theorem 1.5. N has a thinnable measure which is not stretchable. 
The proof is a variation of one of the proofs of Theorem 1.3, and will be given 
in Example 5.6. However, we cannot answer the following. 
Question 1.6. Is each stretchable measure thinnable? 
Our next result which will be proved in Section 8 is motivated by the proof of 
Theorem 1.3: we show that the measures we construct are N-stretchable and have 
a certain monotonicity property. We shall use it to show that they are as required, 
in particular they are [ 1, co)-stretchable. The pathology of the following result is of 
independent interest. By Q” we denote the set of rationals greater than or equal to 1. 
Theorem 1.7. There are a QZ’ -stretchable measure t.~ on N and a K E P(N) so that 
p(K)=1 butp([r.K])=Oforeach irrationalrE[l,a). (Seealso Remark8.2.) 
There is no similar result with “N-stretchable” and “noninteger” instead of 
“Q’l-stretchable” and “irrational”. This follows from the following fact, which is 
Corollary 4.9. 
Fact 1.8. Each N-scale-invariant shzji-invariant measure is 62”-stretchable. 
This, and the fact that the measures of Theorems 1.4 and 1.7 are shift-invariant, 
suggest the question of what sort of nonshift-invariant measures one can have. For 
example, one can ask the following question: 
Question 1.9. (i) Is there a [ 1, co)-scale-invariant measure that is not shift-invariant? 
(ii) Is there an N-scale-invariant measure that is not {r}-scale-invariant for each 
noninteger r E [ 1, Co)? 
We have a partial answer. 
Theorem 1.10. For each q E QZ’\N there are an N-scale-invariant measure TV on N 
andaK~~(~)suchthat~(K)=Obut~([q~K])fO(andinfact~([q~K])=n~’ 
if q = n/m for relatively prime n, m EN), hence t.~ is not shzft-invariant. (Because of 
Fact 1.8.) 
1.5. 
The above shows that various weakenings of stretchability are distinct from one 
another. The next result reveals that this is not the case for thinnability.’ 
’ Note by the editor: The notes of E.K. van Douwen did not contain a proof of this result. 
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Theorem 1.11. The following conditions on a measure p on N are equivalent: 
(i) Iff(n)=[q+rn] for HEN, then ~.~(Kof)=r~‘*p(K), for each rE[l,a), 
each q E [0, ~0) and each K c N; 
(ii) ,a(K*2)=&(K) foreach KcN; 
(iii) thereismE~\{l}suchthat~(K.m)=m-‘~(K)foreachinfiniteK~N;and 
(iv) p is shift-invariant. 
An immediate corollary of (i) is the fact, mentioned in Remark 1.2(d), that if F 
is a shift-invariant measure on N then p([q + r + N]) = r-’ for each r E [ 1, ~0) and 
q E [0, CO). This also shows that there is a way in which each shift-invariant measure 
on N “treats all sets as it must treat N”. 
A different way to weaken stretchability and thinnability is to consider only 
injections (or permutations) f E IL with h(f) = 1. Again this yields nothing new. For 
proofs see Section 12. 
Theorem 1.12. The following conditions on a measure t..~ on N are equivalent: 
(i) p extends density; 
(ii) there is r E (0, 1) such that t_~ extends density r; 
(iii) there is k EN\{ l} such that p extends density k-‘; 
(iv) ~(fo K) = p(K) for each injectionfE [I such that A(f) = 1 and each K G N; 
and 
(v) ~(foK)=~(K)foreachpermutationf~[LsuchthatA(f)=landeachKcN. 
Theorem 1.13. 7’he following conditions on a measure p on N are equivalent: 
(i) p extends density 0; 
(ii) p extends density 1; 
(iii) p(Kof)=p(K)foreachinjectionf~Lsuch thatA(f)=l andeachKGN; 
(iv) p (K 0 f) = 0 for each injection f E L such that A(f) = 0 and each K c N; and 
(v) p(f 0 K) = 0 for each injection f E [I such that A(f) = 0 and each K G N. 
Note that there is no point in considering K 0 f if f is a permutation of N, for 
then K of = K. 
In view of these results we point out that it is easy to find a measure p on N 
which extends density 0 but does not extend density since p (k . N) f k-’ = d (k . N) 
for all k E N\{ l}: just observe that {K E P(N): d(K) = l} is a filter, hence it extends 
to an ultrafilter 9, and the associated measure p, defined by p(K) = 19 n {K}] for 
K E P(N), takes the values 0 and 1 only. (Alternatively, use Theorem 1.14 below.) 
1.6. 
So far we have been primarily interested in measures on N that are at least 
Uscale-invariant, since that is such a natural condition. The following result which 
shall be proved in Section I3 shows that one can have p(m * K) depend on m and 
p (K ) in a most unnatural way. 
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Theorem 1.14. Let f be a function from N to [0, 11. There is a difSuse measure p on 
N such that p(m* K)=f(m) . p(K) f or all m E N and K G N if (and, trivially, only 
if) f (1) = 1 and f (kl) = f (k) * f(Z) for all k, 1 E N. (In fact p can be chosen to extend 
density 0.) 
This was known if f( k) = 1 off(k) = k-’ for k E N, and is trivial if f (k) = 0 for 
k E N\(O). But it is new that one can have oddities like f(k) = kpP for k E N, with 
p>Obutp#l,orf(2)=ibutf(3)=$. 
I have not investigated for which f: [ 1, CO) + [0, l] one can have a measure p on 
Nsuchthat~([r.K])=f(r)*~(K)forall rE[l,cO) and KcN.Letmejustpoint 
out that one can have f(r) = rpp only for p = 1: this is so because if r, s > 1 are 
irrational with r-’ + s-’ =I then [r.N]=N\[s~N]. 
Of course there also are measures /.L on N which are chaotic in the sense that 
they do not admit an f like in Theorem 1.14: if p is a diffuse measure such that 
p(A)=1 with A={n!: nEN} then p(k.N)=p(N)=l for all kEN. 
1.7. 
Let ZFC denote (Zermelo-Fraenkel) set theory with AC, the axiom of choice, 
and let ZF denote set theory without AC. The existence of diffuse measures on N 
can be established in ZFC, but not, as shown by Solovay [16, p. 31, in ZF (at least 
if one is willing to assume the existence of an inaccessible cardinal). The measures 
we construct are diffuse hence we cannot work in ZF alone. For the proofs of 
Theorems 1.3, 1.5 and 1.10 we only need the minimal hypothesis that IV has a diffuse 
measure, and for the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.7 we need the formally stronger 
hypothesis that each Abelian semigroup (of cardinality at most 2”) has an invariant 
mean, see Section 3. No other use of AC is made and we occasionally write “in 
ZF” to emphasize this. 
1.8. 
In this paper we will completely ignore questions like the following. 
Question 1.15. What are the extreme points in the (closed convex) set of stretchable 
measures? Or the set of elastic measures (of Section S)? (Those are the nicest 
measures I can currently think of.) 
2. Special notation 
If I is an interval of real numbers we use the subscript N to denote the set of all 
positive integers in Z, e.g., (a, b), = (a, b) n N. 
We frequently denote the function f with domain D whose value at d E D is f(d) 
by (Jd))dtD. (In the middle of an argument it is easier to write (2n),,, than to 
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interrupt the argument for defining f: FU + N by: f(n) = 2n for n EN.) We 
occasionally write fd for f(d) as to avoid too many parentheses. 
The characteristic function of a subset X of a set S which is clear from the context 
will be denoted by xx. 
1x1 denotes the cardinality of the set X (which will be almost always a finite 
subset of FU), and 1x1 the absolute value of the real number x. 
3. Means 
In order to construct our measures we need to know about means. Let a(S) 
represent the vector space of all bounded functions ,f from the set S to Iw. We give 
a(S) the supremum norm. A function (o : a(S) + [w will be called a mean on S if 
it is linear and satisfies the following two equivalent conditions: 
(m,) cp((l),,,) = 1, and cp is positiue, i.e., for all x E a(S) holds (Vs E S) [x, a 01~ 
q(x) 2 0, and 
(mJ inf.Yis x, ~~(x)~sup,~~~x, whenever XE%(S). 
Note that 119 I] = 1 and that cp is a positive functional on a(S), hence means are 
just conveniently normalized positive functionals. 
A mean cp on S will be called diflise if it satisfies the following three equivalent 
conditions: 
(d,) If x,~ 3 0 for all but finitely many s E S then q(x) 2 0; 
(dJ lim inf,(x) G q(x) G lim sups(x); and 
(d3) cp extends lim,, i.e., if lims(x) exists then q(x) = Km,(x). 
Recall that lim inf,(x) = sup{inf,,,,, x, : F is a finite subset of S} for x E 93(S), 
lim sup,(x) is defined similarly, and lims(x) = lim infs(x) if and only if lim infs(x) = 
lim sup,(x). If cp is a diffuse mean on N we shall often write cp-lim, x, instead of 
~((x,),,,J to emphasize that a mean behaves like a limit, and also to save parentheses. 
Finally, if S is a multiplicatively written semigroup then a mean cp on S will be 
called left-inuariant if ~p((x,,~),~,~) = p(x) for all t E S and XE B(S). Analogously we 
define right-invariant mean and we say that a mean is invariant if it is both 
left-invariant and right-invariant. We will need the following two results, true in ZFC. 
Lemma 3.1. Each commutative semigroup has an invariant mean. 
Lemma 3.2. Each injinite set has a diffuse mean. 
Lemma 3.1 is a known consequence of the Hahn-Banach Theorem, see, e.g., [6], 
and Lemma 3.2 follows since it suffices to show that N has a diffuse mean, and any 
invariant mean on (h4, +) is diffuse; see also Theorem 3.7. 
The remaining part of this section is not needed to construct our measures; in it 
we discuss how much of AC is needed for Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1. 
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There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between means and measures on 
a set S. Given a mean cp one can define a measure /r on S by 
p(X) = cp(xx) for X E p(S), (*) 
and given a measure /1 one can find a unique mean on S that satisfies (*) by imitating 
constructions of the Lebesgue integral, see e.g. [17, footnote 371: call y E B(S) a 
step function if it has finite range. For a step function y define q(y) in the obvious 
way, then Iv(y)1 s Ilyll. F or each x E 93(S) and E > 0 there is a step function y with 
[Ix -y I] < F; one can have both y 2 x and y c x. For every two step functions y and 
zwehavelcp(y)-cp(z)l=I~(y-z)l~Ilv- II z since y - z is also a step function. Thus, 
if one chooses for each n E N step functions y, c x and z, 2 x such that I] z, - x II< l/n 
and ]]yn --XII < l/n, then clearly lim, cp(y,) = lim, ~(z,,), and so one can define 
cp(x) = lim, UP. 
For each measure p and the associated mean cp one can read off properties of p 
from properties of cp and conversely, if one uses (*) and the construction of rp from 
p. This is illustrated by the following results, true in ZF. 
Proposition 3.3. Zf cp and ZA are as above, then cp is difjke i,ffp is difSuse. 
Corollary 3.4. N has a diffuse mean if it has a diffuse measure. 
Proposition 3.5. Let t_~ be a measure on a multiplicatively written semigroup S and let 
cp be the associated mean. Then cp is left-invariant if and only if 
p(tt’X)=p(X) foralltESandXE$P(S), (1) 
where tt’X = {s E S: ts E X} (so tt’X = tt’ . X ifs is a group). 
Proof. This easily follows from the observation that x,-lx =(xX( ts): s E S) for t E S 
and X E Y(S), cf. [5, p. lo]. 0 
Remark 3.6. A condition more pleasant than (1) of Proposition 3.5 would be: 
p(t.X)=p(X) forall tESandXE$Yj(S). (2) 
One can easily prove that (2) implies (1): Consider any t E S and X E 9(S). Then 
t. tt’X={ts: SES and tsEX}=Xn(t.S). 
Since p (t * S) = p(S) = 1 it follows that 
p(tC’x)=p(t.(t-‘X))=p(Xn(t-S))=p(X). 
One can also easily check that (1) implies (2) provided S is left-cancellative, i.e., 
if S satisfies (Vs, t, u E S)[st = su=+ t = u]: Consider any t E S and X E p(S). Then 
{s E S: ts E t. X} = X by left-cancellativity, hence tt’( t. X) = {s E S: ts E t. X} = X, 
therefore ~(t.X)=~(tt’t.X)=~(X). 
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In general, however, (1) does not imply (2): Let S = (0, l}, with ordinary multipli- 
cation. Define a measure /* on S by 
P(X) = 
1 
I, if OEX, 
0, if O&X. 
Then p satisfies (1) since for any X G S we have 
o_,x_ 0, ifOaX, - 
1 S, if OfzX, 
and 
ll’X=X. 
Observe that p is the only measure on S satisfying (1): One must have ~((0)) = 
~(OP’{O}) = p(S) = 1. Nevertheless, no measure p on S satisfies (2), for /.L would 
satisfy (1) and hence would be the measure we just defined, but then p ({ 1)) = 0 # 1 = 
P({O)) = P(0 * ill). 
We will now investigate how much AC we need for Lemma 3.1 to hold for nice 
countable semigroups. 
For brevity, denote (O),,, and (l)ntN by 0 and 1, respectively. Define the partial 
order s on 93(N) by x 4 y if (Vn E lY)[x,, syn]. Call a linear operator F on B(N) 
positive if it maps the positive cone {x E 93(N): x 20) of 93(N) into itself, or, 
equivalently, if 
(Vx, y E !B(N)[x < y*F(x) G F(y)]. 
Note that if F is a positive operator on B(N) then ]I FII = 1 iff F(I) = 1. 
Theorem 3.7. The following statements are equivalent in ZF: 
(a) l+J has a di$iuse mean; 
(b) (N, +) has an invariant mean; 
(c) for every countable commutative semigroup 9 (under composition) of linear 
positive operators on B(N) such that (VF E .9)[ 11 FII = l] there is a mean cp on N such 
thatcpoF=cpforFES; 
(d) every countable infinite commutative semigroup has an invariant mean; and 
(e) there is a countably infinite right-cancellative commutative semigroup which has 
an invariant mean. 
Note that one may substitute ‘Lmeasure” for “mean” in each of (a), (b) and (e), but 
not in (d), by Proposition 3.5 and Remark 3.6. 
Proof. (a)+(b) We will show in Lemma 4.10 that (a) implies that N has a shift- 
invariant measure; such a measure is invariant on (N, +). Hence (N, +) has an 
invariant mean. 
(b)+(c) For FE 8 let F” denote the n-fold composite of F, i.e., F’ = F and 
F ‘+’ = F 0 F” for n E N. Enumerate 9 as (Fk: k E N), with repetitions if 9 is finite. 
Let $ be an invariant mean on IV. 
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Define a sequence (&: k E N) of means on N satisfying 
$k ,a F, = rC’k (*I 
whenever i < k for k, i EN as follows. To begin, let +, = r,!~. Let k E N and suppose 
$k is known. Define (Irk+, by 
(CTk+l(X) = $-lim $kFz(X) 
n 
for x E B(N). Since 9 is commutative and since +((x,+,),,J = $((x,),,,) (i.e., since 
$ is invariant) it is easily seen that $k+r 0 F, = $k+l for all i G k. Also, $k+r is a mean 
if +k is one since Fz is positive with F;(l) = 1 for n E N. 
Given (+!I~: k E N) define a mean cp on N by 
P(X) = 4-1,” cCr,(x). 
To show cp 0 F = cp for FE 9 consider x E B(N) and k t N such that F = Fk. Let x 
be the characteristic function of [k+ 1, CD)~. Then 
cP(&(x)) = (CI-1,” (cln(Fk(x)) = ‘b-1,” X(n) * ‘b,(Fk(X)) 
= (cl-hm x(n) . @f”(x) = $-hm Q”(x) = p(x). 
Also, cp is a mean since each (CI, is a mean. 
(c)+(d) Let S be a countable infinite commutative semigroup. We may assume 
S = (N, *) for some binary operation * on N. For s EN define a linear operator F, 
on N by F,(x) = (x,J,,~. Then 9 = {F,: s E N} is a commutative semigroup since 
F, Q E = E-z, for s, t EN. The mean 9 produced by (c) is an invariant mean. 
(d)*(e) is obvious. 
(e)+(a) Let S be a countably infinite right-cancellative semigroup with an 
invariant mean, and let p be the associated measure. Again we may assume that 
S = (N, *) for some binary operation * on N. Consider an arbitrary s E N. For each 
n EN we have ~({n * s}) = ~({s}), and for every two distinct n, m EN we have 
{n * ~}n {m * s} =@ As N is infinite but p(N) = 1 it follows that ~({s}) = 0; this only 
requires finite additivity of p. 0 
Remark 3.8. One form of the Hahn-Banach Theorem is as follows (see [6; 14, 
p. 1641): 
Hahn-Banach Theorem. Let X be a vector space with seminorm p. Let Y be a subspace 
of Xand let f be a linearfunctional on Y with f G p 1 Y. Moreover, let 9 be a commutative 
semigroup (under composition) of linear operators on X such that p 0 F up and 
f 0 F r Y = f for all F E 9. Then f extends to a linear functional f on X such that f< p 
andfoF=j‘forallFE.% 
Condition (c) of Theorem 3.7 is the special case X = a(N), p(x) = sup,, x, (or 
p(x) = lim sup, x,, the natural seminorm in the context of diffuse measures on N), 
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Y = {CI} (hence f= ((0, 0)}), and 9 is countable. I do not know if the existence of 
a diffuse measure on N implies in ZF this special case without “ Y = {Q}“, even if 
9=0. 
For each measure we construct in this paper we could easily have constructed 
the associated mean directly rather than with integration. So one may wonder why 
we have not stated our results in terms of means as this would give us unity of tools 
and results. (Also, functional analysts seem to prefer means over measures.) The 
reason is that the properties of measures that we consider do not translate well into 
properties of means, if at all. (Also, being more set-theoretic, I prefer measures.) I 
have no idea how to translate “thinnability” as a property of means, except if I can 
cheat and only say what the mean does to O-l-valued functions. Stretchability can 
be translated, albeit in a rather clumsy way. First, for x E 93(N) and an injection 
f:N-+N definef*xEB(N) by 
f*x(n,={;y if n =fk for some (unique) k E N, 
, otherwise. 
Then a mean cp corresponds to a stretchable measure if and only if for each injection 
f~ IL one has cp(f* x) = A(f) * p(x) whenever x E 93(N). 
However, a special case of stretchability translates very nicely: consider the group 
G of all permutations f~ IL such that h(f) = 1. If p is a measure on N and p is the 
standard mean then the following statements are equivalent: 
(A) ~(fo K) = p(K) for each fE G and each K s N, and 
(B) cp(x of) = q(x) for each fE G and each x E 93(N); 
this is so because x of =f-’ * x, and f -' E G for f E G since G is a group. Note that 
(B) says that p assigns to a sequence the same “generalized limit” as each “decent” 
rearrangement. 
The existence of a measure, or mean, on N with (A) or (B), cannot be established 
from an appropriately generalized Hahn-Banach Theorem: while the Hahn-Banach 
Theorem, as stated in Remark 3.8, holds for certain noncommutative 5, see e.g. [6, 
Theorem 3.3.11, it does not hold for 9 isomorphic to 6, at least if AC holds, for 
otherwise 9 would have a left-invariant measure by the proof of(c)+(d) of Theorem 
3.7 and by Proposition 3.5 and Remark 3.6. However, in Section 5A we show that 
9 has a subgroup isomorphic to the free group on two generators, which is known 
not to have a left-invariant measure, see [17, p. 82; 7, p. 6, Example 1.2.31, and 
under AC each subgroup of a group with a left-invariant measure has a left-invariant 
measure. 
In view of the preceding I find it amusing that it is very easy to produce a measure 
on N satisfying (A), and in fact satisfying a (formally) slightly stronger property: 
Proposition 3.9. (Assume N has a diffuse measure.) There is a measure p on N such 
that p(f 0 K) = p(K) for each injection f E IL (not necessarily a permutation) such 
that h(f) = 1, and every K c_ N. 
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Proof. Let cp be a diffuse mean on N. Define p : P(N) + R by 
It is easy to see that /1 is a measure on N. 
Now consider any K E B(N) and any injection f~ IL with A(f) = 1. Note that 
I(foK)n[l,n]J=J{k~K:f(k)~n}Jb ecause f is an injection. Since cp extends limits 
it follows that it is sufficient to prove 
liml(IKn[l,n]l-l{kEK:f(k)~n}l)=O. 
n-m n 
Let E E (0, 1) be arbitrary. Pick e E N such that for all k E (e, 00) we have ) k/f( k) - 1 I < 
E. Then k/(l+c)<f(k)<k/(l-c) for kE(e,co), hence for nE(e,co) with na 
(max{f(k): kE[l,e]})/(l--e) we have 
Kn[l,(l-~).n]~{k~K:f(k)<n}~Kn[l,(l+~).n], 
hence 
llKn[l,n]l-I{kEK:f(k)~n}ll~s.n. 
We are done. q 
The fact that the construction of the proof yields a shift-invariant measure on N 
is due to Mazur [12]; that seems to be the first (implicit) example where a nice 
diffuse measure is constructed from just any diffuse measure. 
4. Some useful facts 
In this section we collect results that will be used in the construction of our four 
measures. First we need some notation. Recall that IL is the set of all injections from 
N to N for which A(f) = lim, n/f(n) exists. We define two oderings G and G* on 
r~ by 
fsg iff(n)Gg(n) for all n 
and 
f<*g iff(n)sg(n) for all but finitely many n. 
We begin with the following easy observation. 
Lemma 4.1. Let p be a measure on N that satisjes the following condition: 
iff G* g thenp((foN)~AgoW (*) 
foraZZJ;g~lL withA(f)=h(g)=l. Thenpisdifluse. 
Proof. Consider J g E [L defined by 
f(l) =2, g(l)=l, and f(n)=g(n)=n+l for nEN\{l}. 
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Thenfs*gandgs*f;hence 
P(R 3,4,. . .)I = P(f ON = P(g ON) = P({l, 394,. . .l). 
It follows that ~((1)) = ~(((2)). By repeating this argumentation infinitely often we 
get that all one-element subsets of N have the same measure, i.e., must have measure 
0 because p(N) = 1. 0 
The following two simple results eliminate the need for painful computations and 
estimates in the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Lemma 4.2. The following conditions on a measure t.~ on N are equivalent: 
(i) p is stretchable, and 
(ii) TV is N-scale-invariant and satisfies 
iff S* g thenp(fOK)ap(g°K) 
forallf,gEL and KGN. 
(**) 
Proof. (i)d(ii) This is obvious since for allJ;gElL, iff big then A(f)Zh(g). 
(ii)+(i) Consider any f E IL and K E P(N), and put A = A(f). In order to prove 
that p(f 0 K) = A . p(K) it suffices to prove that if q is any rational number then 
(cy) ifO<qcA then p(foK)aq.p(K), and 
(p) ifA<qthen~(fOK)4q.~(K). 
We prove (a): Since q > 0 there are k, 1 E N with q = k/l. Then k/ 1~ n/f(n) for all 
but finitely many n E N, hence k. f s * 1. idN. It follows from (ii) that 
,u(foK)=k.p(k’(fOK))=k.p((k.f)OK) 
~k.p(l. K)=(k/l).p(K)=q.p(K), 
as required. 
Condition (p) can be proved analogously. 0 
Lemma 4.3. 7’he following conditions on a measure p are equivalent: 
(i) p is thinnable, and 
(ii) iff~*gthenp(KOf)~p(K~g),forallf,gELandKcN. 
Proof. (i)*(ii) Obvious. 
(ii)+(i) First observe that p satisfies (*) of Lemma 4.1, so p is diffuse. We next 
show that 
p(K. k)=k-‘.p(K) (***) 
for all K c N and k E N. Consider any K E P(N) and k EN. We may assume k > 1. 
For i E (0,. . . , k}definef;EILbyJ;(n)=kn+i,fornEN.ThenforalliE{O,l,...,k} 
we have 
fo s*.L c*fk, 
hence 
~(KOfo)~~(Kof;)~~(K~fk). 
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But K ofk = (K ofJ\{min(K ofO)}, hence p(K of”) = p(K ofk) since p is diffuse. 
Itfollowsthatp(K~J;)=p(K ofk) for iE{O,..., k}, hencep(K ok)=p(K~f~)= 
kp’.p(K) since {KoJ;: iE{O,..., k - l}} is a decomposition of K into k pieces. 
We now are ready to prove (i). Consider any f E [I and K E P(N), and let A = h (f ). 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, it suffices to prove that if q is any rational number then 
(a) if O<qcA then p(Kof)aq.p(K), and 
(p) if q>h then p(K of)cq.p(K). 
Again, we only prove (cY). This time consider k, 1 E N with k/l = q and (k + l)/ I< A. 
Then (k+l) . f s* l.idN,, and also fo(k.id,)s*(k+l).f since 
!L%f(knn)-k.+wf(:)?%(k+l;.f(n)’ 
_-Ilim_ 
Consequently f 0 (k . id,) s * 1. id,. Using (ii) and (***) we get 
p(KOf)=k.p((KOf).k)=k.p(K~(fO(k.id~))) 
sk.p(K.l)=q.p(K). 0 
Remark 4.4. In contrast with Lemma 4.3 we do need N-scale-invariance in the proof 
of (ii)+(i) of Lemma 4.2, as we show in Example 5.6 via the following Lemma 
4.5. Also note that every N-scale-invariant measure is diffuse: this is a simple 
consequence of the fact that CniN H-’ = ~0. 
Lemma 4.5. Zf p is a d$Ziise measure on N satisfying 
iffcg then p(fON)zp(gON) (#) 
for all injectionsf; g : N + N, then t.~ satisfies (**) of Lemma 4.2 and (ii) of Lemma 4.3. 
Proof. Since p is diffuse it suffices to check (**) and (ii) for infinite K G N and 
with S* replaced by S. Let K c N be infinite, and consider its counting function 
ck. Given injections f, g : N + N with f S g (not necessarily with J; g E IL) we have 
fOcK~gOcK,andc,~f~c,~g,hence 
~(f°K)=~((focK)o~)~~((gocK)O~)=~(gOK) 
and 
~(K~f)=~((ck of)“W~/l((ckOg)OW=p(KOg). 0 
The following result is a trivial generalization of the special case g = id, which 
was pointed out by Bumby and Ellentuck, see [3, p. 38, Lemma 11. Its Corollaries 
4.7 and 4.9 will be used in Lemma 6.1(A) and Section 8. 
Lemma 4.6. A measure p on N is shift-invariant if and only if it satisfies 
iff-gisbounded thenp(foK)=p(g0K) 
for injections f; g : N + N and for K E P(N). 
(##) 
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Proof. Sufficiency is trivial. We prove necessity. Consider injections f, g : N + N and 
K E N. The difference set D = {f(n) -g(n): n E N} is finite. For d E D put 
&={nEN:f(n)-g(n)=d}. 
By shift-invariance we have 
for d E D. Since (K n Nd: d E D) is a decomposition of K in finitely many pieces it 
follows that p(fo K) = p(g 0 K). 0 
The modification one gets upon replacing “p (f 0 K ) = p (g 0 K )” by “p (K of) = 
,u( K 0 g)” also holds. (See also Theorem 1.11.) 
Corollary 4.7. If p is a shift-invariant measure on N, then 
AIr+p* KI)=PL([P* KI) and PU([P. [q. Kll)=pL(h. KI) 
for p, q E [l, 00) and r E [0, ~0) and K E P(N). 
Corollary 4.8. Let A c [ 1, ~0) and let A* consist of all quotients greater than or equal 
to 1 of numbers which are the product offinitely many numbers in A. Then a measure 
on N is A*-stretchable if and only if it is shift-invariant and A-scale-invariant. 
Corollary 4.9. A measure on N is Q”-stretchable if and only if it is shift-invariant 
and N-scale-invariant. 
Our next result, whose trivia1 proof we omit, will be used in Example 5.6, and 
the proofs of Theorems 1.4 and 1.7. 
Lemma 4.10. Let q be a difluuse mean on N. Let f and g be functions from N to N 
such that lim, g, = ~0. Define p : P(N) + R by 
p.(K) = cp_lim IK n [fn,fn +gn)l 
n &I 
Then t_~ is a shift-invariant measure on N. Also, y([ r. N]) = r-’ for all r E [ 1, a) 
Actually the final clause is redundant since every shift-invariant measure /-L satisfies 
p ([ r. N]) = r-’ for r E [ 1, CO), as mentioned in Remark 1.2(d). We get the conclusion 
of Proposition 3.9 if lim, g,,/fn = CO, but not in genera1 as the proof of Theorem 1.4 
shows. 
We conclude this section with the following useful fact about diffuse measures. 
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Lemma 4.11. Let p be any di,ffuse measure on N. Then for each injnite K c N there 
is an infinite MG K with p(M)=O. 
Proof. For each infinite I c N there is an infinite J c I such that p(J) >$(I) and 
such that Z\J is infinite: take any infinite Lc I such that I\L is infinite. If 
p(L) 2 $A (I) let J = L, else let J = Z\ L. Hence if K E N is infinite there is a sequence 
(Kn)nt~ of infinite subsets of K such that p(lJT_, K,)~(1-2~“).~(K) and K,n 
K, = 0 whenever I# n. Choose M G K such that /M n K,I = 1 for I E N. Then M is 
infinite. Since p is diffuse, we have 
for each nEN, hence ,u(K\M)=p(K). Consequently, fi(M)=O. 0 
5. Elastic measures 
In this section we construct measures on N which we call elastic, i.e., measures 
CL satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1) p is N-scale-invariant, and 
(2) for all~g:N+N, iffsg then ~(foN)~~(gON). 
Since any N-scale-invariant measure is diffuse by Remark 4.4, it follows from Lemmas 
4.5,4.2 and 4.3 that elastic measures are both stretchable and thinnable. The measures 
we construct are diffuse hence we have to assume that N has a diffuse measure, or, 
equivalently, by Proposition 3.3 that N has a diffuse mean. As mentioned earlier, 
we need nothing more. 
Lemma 5.1. Let cp be a diffuse mean on N, and let CY : N x N+ [0, CO) be any function 
such that 
(3) 1 a(i,j)=l for each iEN. 
JEN 
Then we can dejine a measure p on N by 
~(K)=cp-lim C a(i,j) 
JcK 
for K E 9(N). Zf lim, (Y (i, j) = 0 for all j E N then p is diffuse. ZJ; moreover, o( i, j) 2 
a(i,j+l)for all i,jeN then t.~ satis$es (2). 
We now give two constructions of a measure p satisfying (1) and (2). As we 
already mentioned we assume that N has a diffuse mean cp. 
First construction 5.2. We use, of all things, Riemann’s zeta function. Define cy by 
a(i,j)=jpc’+“i’/{(l+l/i) 
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for i, j E N. Let j.~ be as in Lemma 5.1. Since lim,Yl, ~(l+s)=~wehavelim,a(i,j)=O 
for jEN. Also, clearly ~(i,j)~cr(i,j+l) for i, jEN, so by Lemma 5.1, j.~ satisfies 
(2). We prove now that p is N-scale-invariant. Let K c N. For n EN we have 
C Ly(i, j) = C a(i, nj) = n-(‘+“i) 
jtwK jtK 
j& a(i,j). 
Hence 
1 C a(i,j)- 1 a(i,j) =O, 
n js-K ,i,,. K > 
so that ~(n. K)=F’p(K). 
Second construction 5.3. Define (Y by 
if j 4 i, 
if j> i. 
Let p be as in Lemma 5.1. Again it is easily seen that p satisfies (2) by Lemma 5.1. 
Now we prove that p is Mscale-invariant. Let K G N. Then for all i, n EN we have 
C j-‘=’ C Jo’ 
jcn.Kn[l,l] n ,~Kn[l.[~l~ll 
and 
0s C jf'- C j-l< 
jtKn[l,i] itKnll.[ilnll 
As 
I 
lim 1 j-‘=lnn 
‘+Oc j=[r/n]+l 
and 
f j-‘=cX 
i-1 
it follows that 
hence p(n. K)=C’.p(K). 
These constructions prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. N has an elastic measure. 
As we already pointed out an elastic measure is both stretchable and thinnable, 
hence Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of this result. However, we do not know if we 
actually have a stronger result than Theorem 1.3: 
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Question 5.5. Is there a nonelastic stretchable and thinnable measure on N? 
Our next example shows that thinnability does not imply stretchability. It also 
illustrates that not every (Y could have been used in Constructions 5.2 or 5.3, even 
if it satisfies the conditions mentioned in Lemma 5.1; it also shows that the monoton- 
icity condition (2) does not imply N-scale-invariance, in particular, by Lemma 4.5, 
that (**) of Lemma 4.2 does not imply N-scale-invariance; this we announced in 
Remark 4.4. (Note that N-scale-invariance does not imply (2) because of Theorem 
1.4.) 
Example 5.6. Define cy : N x N + R by 
a(i,j) = A”’ 1,. ifjc i, ifj> i, 
and let p be as in Lemma 5.1. Then p is diffuse and satisfies (2). It is easy to see that 
~(K)=(o_limIKn[l~ill 
i 
for K E P(N). It trivially follows that /1 extends density, and it follows from Lemma 
4.10 that p is shift-invariant. In fact we have the stronger (by Remark 1.2(c) and 
Theorem 1.11) fact that F is thinnable. To see this, consider any f~ [I and let 
A = A(f). Then for each K E 9’(N) we have 
as one can easily see. Hence h . p(K) = p( K of) since cp extends limits. 
We now show that whether or not p is N-scale-invariant depends on our choice 
of cp. 
Case 1. Assume cp is an invariant mean on the semigroup @I, .). (Recall from 
Theorem 3.7 that the existence of cp is equivalent to the existence of a diffuse measure 
on N, in ZF.) Then for each K E P’(N) and n EN we have 
=p-lirniln. K n[l, nili 
This is essentially the Agnew-Morse example mentioned in Section 1.4. 
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Case 2. Let I+!I be any diffuse mean on N. Define cp by 
q(x) = $-lim x(2 * 4”-‘), 
n 
for x E B(N). We show that if p comes from this cp then p is not (2)~scale-invariant. 
Define B = lJncN [4”-‘, 2 . 4”-‘)N. It . rsnothardtoseethat2*Bn(1+2.B)=0and 
2 . B u (1 + 2 . B) = N\ B, hence if p were {2}-scale-invariant then $(B) + $.L (B) = 
1 - p(B), hence p(B) = 4, since /.L is shift-invariant. However, for every n E N 
n-1 
IBn[l,2.4”~‘)i=~~,4’-‘=~, 
so that 
lim IBn[l,2.4”-‘)1=~ 
n-cc 2.4+-l 6’ 
As $ extends limits it follows that p(B) = i # $. (We will meet B again in Section 10.) 
The measures constructed in Example 5.6 all extend density. We conclude this 
section with pointing out the following result. 
Proposition 5.7. If a measure on N extends density then it is shift-invariant. 
Proof. Let /_L extend density. To prove that p(l+ K) = p(K) for all K E P(N) it 
suffices to consider K c M where M is one of (-1) + 2N and 2kl. If K c M then 
(l+K)n(M\K)=& and as p(M)=d(M)=iit follows that 
P((I+K)u(M\K))=P(~+K)+P(M\K) 
=p(l+K)+p(M)-P(K) 
=p(l+K)-p(K)+;. 
On the other hand, ]{m,m+l}n((l+K)u(M\K))]=l for each mEA since 
K~M.Consequentlyd((l+K)u(M\K))=~,sothat~((1+K)~(M\K))=~.It 
now follows that p(l+K)=p(K). 0 
Appendix SA: On G-invariant measures 
Let G be a group (or even semigroup with identity), and let S be a set. An action 
ofGonSisafunction~:GxS-,Ssuchthatforallg,hEGandsES 
g(hs)=(gh)s and ls=s, 
where we write gs for r(g, s). We say that G acts on S. Clearly G acts on G. A 
measure /.L on S will be called G-invariant if ~(g * X) = p(X) for all g E G and 
X E P(S), cf. [17, p. 781. This generalizes the concept of left-invariant measure on 
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G. It is not hard to see that if p is a left-invariant measure on G, then one can 
define a G-invariant measure Y on S as follows: fix s E S, and let v(X) = 
p({g E G: gs E X}). Conversely, if G acts freely, i.e., if no element of G\(l) has a 
fixed point, then from a G-invariant measure v on S one can define a left-invariant 
measure p on G as follows: use the Kuratowski-Zorn Lemma to find T G S so that 
{gT: g E G} is a disjoint cover of S, and let p(H) = V( H. T) for H E P(G). (One 
uses the fact that G acts freely to show that p is finitely additive.) This suggests 
the question of when the following holds: 
If S has a G-invariant measure then G has a left-invariant measure. (*) 
There should be some restriction on G, for (*) does not hold if G acts trivially on 
S, i.e., (Vg E G)(Vs E S)[gs = s]. Greanleaf, [17, p. 181, therefore proposes to con- 
sider 
the action of G on S has trivial kernel, 
i.e., (Vg E G\{l})(Ys E S)[gs # s], or equivalently, 
(t/g, h E G)[(Vs E S)[gs = hs]@g = h], 
(**) 
or again equivalently, we may assume that G is a subgroup of the permutation 
group of S (of course with gs = g(s) for g E G and s E S). We use stretchable 
measures to show that (**) does not imply (*). This seems to be the first such example. 
Example 5A.l. Consider again the group G of all permutations of N with 
lim,,, g(n)/ n = 1, and let G act on N in the obvious way. Then (**) holds. However, 
(*) does not hold: Clearly N has a G-invariant measure by the results of Section 5. 
To show that G does not admit a left-invariant measure it suffices to show that the 
free group on two generators embeds in G, [ 17, p. 82; 7, p. 6, Example 2.31. (It is 
unknown if this condition is necessary as well.) 
Claim. For every nonempty word w in two variables x and y, there is a jinite set A 
and there are permutations rp and 9 of A with w(cp, $) # idA, the identity of A. (If 
w = xyx-‘y then w(cp, +) abbreviates the function cp 0 (I, 0 cp-’ 0 9.) 
Proof. Let n be the length of w. Let A consist of all words in two variables of length 
at most n. Find permutations cp and $ of A such that for each word v of length 
less than n one has p(v) = xv and IL(v) = yv. Then v(cp, $)O = ZI # 0 (0 is the empty 
word) for every nonempty word v of two variables of length at most n. 0 
Now let (w,), enumerate all nonempty words in two variables x and y. For n E N 
choose finite A,, c k4 and permutations (P,, and I/J,, of A,, in such a way that for all 
n EkJ we have 
(I) w,,(R,, (Cln) f idA,,; 
(2) max(A,) <min(A,,+,); and 
(3) max(A,) < (1+ 6’) . min(A,). 
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Define a permutation C,C of N by 
cp(k) = 
k if kg UnEN A,, and 
p,,(k), if kEA,, for HEN, 
and define I/J analogously; the permutations cp and $ are well defined because of 
(2), which tells that A,,, n A, = 0 for every distinct m, n EN. From (3) and (2) we 
see that d(U,,, A,,) = 0, hence cp, $ E G, and from (1) and (2) that p and + generate 
a subgroup isomorphic to the free group on two generators. 
Question 5A.2. In the above example, if f is in the subgroup of G generated by cp 
and $ then 
This suggests the question of whether (**) holds if ~({x E S: g(x) # x}) = 1 for each 
gE G\(l) (and, perhaps, if also (*) holds). 
Question 5A.3. Let D be the group of all distortions of N, i.e., all permutations f 
of N such that (fn - n)nEN is bounded. Does D have a left-invariant measure? Does 
the free group on two generators embed in D? 
Appendix SB: There are no nice measures on Q’ and [w+ 
Our definition of when a measure is stretchable is external in the sense that 
“n/f(.)” (or h(f)) uses Q’, the positive rationals. (However, the stronger condition, 
namely of being an elastic measure, is internal.) The obvious definition of when a 
measure on Q+ or IW+-the positive reals-is stretchable, is internal. We now show 
that such measures do not exist, even if one only considers very nice functions from 
Q’ to Q’ or from lR+ to lR+, and only considers very nice X E P(Q!‘) or X E P(R+). 
Proposition 5B.l. Let S be Q’ or lR+. For every measure p on S there are a strictly 
increasing surjection cp : S -+ Sand a closed X E P(S) such that (q(s) - s),,s is bounded 
and ~u(cp o X) f P(X). 
Proof. First note that we may assume that 
(1) foralla,bES,ifa<bthenp(Sn[a,b])=O,and 
(2) P(N) = 0. 
For otherwise the proposition is trivial. There now are two cases to consider. 
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Case 1: p(S n [ 1, co)) # 0. Define a strictly increasing 
AzSby 
( 
x7 if xG1, 
q(x)= 2x-1, if lGxs2, 
1 fx, if x 2 2, 
and 
A= I_, Sn[3n,3n+l]. 
ncR+ 
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surjection cp : S + S and 
If~(cp~(i+A))#~((i+A)forsomei~{O,1,2}thenwearedonesince~cp(x)-x~~1 
for XES. If not, then it follows from (1) and (2) that p((i+A)=fp(Sn[l,oo)). 
Now define a strictly increasing surjection $ : S + S by 
1 
x, if xs3, 
(cl(x) = 3n+2(x-3n), if 3nsxs3n+l for some HEN, and 
3n+2+;(x-(3n+l)), if 3n+lGxs3n+3 for some nEN. 
Then 1$(x)-x1 s 1 for XE S, and 
Note that p(x) = +(x) =x for x E Sn (0, 11. 
Case 2: p(S n (0, 11) # 0. With a straightforward modification of the argument 
for Case 1, one can find a closed X c S and a strictly increasing surjection $ : S + S 
such that p(r,!~oX)#p(X) and $(x)=x for x~Sn[l,co); then I+(x)-xl<1 for 
XES. 0 
Appendix 5C: The number of elastic measures 
Let 9 denote the set of diffuse measures on N, and let g be the set of elastic 
measures on N. We have proved in ZF that g # 0 if 9 # 0, and now we improve 
this by showing in ZF that )g] = 191. 
Before we proceed to the proof we point out that 1913 2” if 9 # 0, and even 
I9/= 2*- if AC: If 9 # 0 there is p : [0, l] + 9 such that ~~(2 . N) = r for IE [0, 11: 
it is easy to find p0 and p, ; then define p,. = r. p, + (1 - r) . p. for r E [0, 11. Also, 
if AC then PV has 2“” free ultrafilters, hence 2’- diffuse O-l-valued measures, so 
191 B 22w; but 191 d 2’w since there are no more than I[O, l]ll~p(rm” = (2”‘)‘” = 22w many 
functions P’(N) + [0, 11. We remark that it is known that the existence of a diffuse 
measure on N is strictly weaker than the existence of a free ultrafilter on lV, see [ 131. 
Also, the consequence that N has 22w shift-invariant measures under AC, since 
lz51=]91=2’y, was obtained earlier and with different means by Chou, see [4]. 
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Since it is true in ZF that for each X and Y, if ]X]s]Y( and ]Yl~lXl then 
IX] = I YI (the Cantor-Bernstein Theorem), and since clearly 18) s 191 it suffices to 
prove I%/ 2 191. To this end it suffices to find v : 9 + 2T and (Y : P(N) + CT’(N) such that 
(1) v~((Y~) = p(K) for p E 9 and K E P(N). 
Since CT=, k-’ = CO there is a strictly increasing f: N+ N such that if F: N+ N is 
defined by F(n) =C:‘r: km’ then 
(2) ;z F(n)/F(n+l)=O. 
For p E 9 let (pP be the mean on N associated with p, i.e., 
(3) (P+(x~) = P(K) for K E p(N, 
and define a new mean (CI, by 
ccl@(x) = cp,-lim x/(,+I), n 
for x E B(N); since I,/J~ clearly is weightless we can define vfi to be the elastic measure 
associated with I,!J, as in Second construction 5.3. 
Define (Y by LY(K)=I_J,,~ (s(n), s(n+ l)], for K E P(N). 
We now prove that v and LY are as required. For all K E P(N) we have 
1 1 
vP(K) = cp,-lim 
n F(n + 1) ~r,:,in+& 
It easily follows that for all K E P(N) 
v~(LY~) = cp,-lim 
1 
C (F(k+l)-F(k)). 
n F(n + 1) ki~ntl,nl 
Since p is diffuse, hence extends limits, it now follows from (3) that in order to 
prove (1) it suffices to prove that for every K 
1 
F(n+l) 
C (F(k+l)-F(k)) =O. 
kcKn[l,n] 1 
Consider any K E P(N) and n EN, then if n E K then 
1 
‘a F(n + 1) ktKn[l,n] 
c (F(k+l)-F(k))zF(nF+(;$n); 
if n s? K then 
1 
0s 
F(n+l) ktK 
F(n)-F(1) 
= F(n+l) 
C (F(k+l)-F(k)) 
n[l.nl 
(F(k+ 1) -F(k)) 
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In view of (2) this proves (4). 
6. Scale-invariance from approximations 
The following lemma is the key to the proofs of Theorems 1.4, 1.7 and 1.10. 
Lemma 6.1. Let ME [l, ~0) be multiplicatively closed, let YG P(N) contain N, and 
let t:Y+[O, 11. 
(A) The following are equivalent: 
(1) there is a shift-invariant measure p on N such that 
(a) p(T)= t(T) for TE Y, and 
(b) p([r* K]) = r-‘p(K) for rE M and K E P(N); 
(2) there is a shift-invariant measure v on N such that 
(c) v([r* T])=r-‘. t(T) for rEMand TEY; and 
(3) for every jinite F c M and jinite 9~ 9 there is a shift-invariant measure 
K on N such that 
(d) K([r* T])=r-‘. t(T) forrEFand TEE. 
(B) As (A), without “shift-invariant”, but with M G N. 
Proof. The implications (l)+(2)+(3) are evident. 
(3)+(2) Let 
S={(F,~)E~(M)X??(~): F and 9are finite}. 
Since commutative semigroups have invariant means, by Lemma 3.1, there is a mean 
cp on a(S) such that 
‘P((x~~~~,.+“~))(~~~~~) = P(X , for XE B(S) and (G 9)~ S. 
For (F, 9) E S choose a measure K~,~ on N satisfying (d), shift-invariant if possible. 
Define a measure v on lV by 
v(K) = ~P((KF,~(K))(~,;~)Es), for K E %lV. 
It is easy to see that v is shift-invariant if each K cF,91 is. (This proof is similar to a 
(rather simplified version of) von Neumann’s proof that the union of a directed 
family of amenable groups is amenable, [17, pp. 95-981.) 
To see that (c) holds consider any r E M and T E Y, then 
v([r. TI) = d(KF,d[r. TI))c~,s& 
= (P((K ~u(r),~ud[r. TI))(T,.& 
zz r-’ . t(T). 
(2)+(l) By Lemma 3.1 there is an invariant mean I,/J on the multiplicative 
semigroup (M, .>. Since ~V(E Y, hence t(N) = v(N) = 1, we know that v([s. P+J]) = s-i 
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for s E M, hence s. v([s * K]) G 1 for s E M and K E P(N). It follows that we can 
define a measure p on N by 
P(K) = $((s. r~([s. KI))FsML for K E %W 
Clearly p is shift-invariant if v is, and clearly p satisfies (a). To see that (b) holds 
consider any TE M and K E??(N). For all SE M we have v([s. [r. K]])= 
V( [ s . Y. K 1) if v is shift-invariant, by Corollary 4.7, and trivially, also if M G N, hence 
P(rr. KI)= !b((s. as. [r- Kll)).YCM) 
= $((s. as* Y’ KI)),FM) 
= I-’ . Icl((rs. 4[rs. KI))FCM) 
= rp’ . clr((s. ~0s. Kl))5tM) 
=r-‘.p(K). 0 
Question 6.2. Does (B) hold without the restriction that M c N? 
7. A singular scale-invariant shift-invariant measure 
We here prove Theorem 1.4, i.e., we construct a [l, co)-stretchable measure p on 
N and a set K s N such that p(K) = 1 but d(K) = 0. As any shift-invariant and 
[ 1, a)-scale-invariant measure on N is [ 1, co)-stretchable by Corollary 4.7, by Lemma 
6.1(A) (with M = [l, CO) and S={N, K}) we see that it suffices to find K E P(N) 
with d(K) = 0 such that 
for every finite F c [ 1, Co) there is a shift-invariant measure K on N 
such that K([r. K])=~([r+fV])=r~‘, for each rE F. (*) 
Construction of K. For each n EN define 
%~={Ge[n*,n’):(GI=n}. 
Let (Gkrm be a sequence of (finite) subsets of N which first enumerates g2, then 
Y&, etc., and let g : N+ N be the function that tells that G, arose during the 
enumeration of Y&(n)) for n EN. In other words, g(n) = ]Gnl, for n EN. Clearly, 
lim,,, g(n) = co. 
Let 6 and d be functions from N to N such that for all n EN, 
(1) 6,2 n, 
(2) each member of [g: , g:] divides S,, 
(3) each member of [g’, , gz] divides d,, 
(4) d,~2n+g;&, 
and 
(5) d,+,> n. g,,, . (4+&J. 
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Next define for all II: 
Kn,k=[g2n.d,.(k+1)~‘,g~.(d,+6,).k-’), with kE[gi,gi), 
K, = u Kn,k, 
kcG,, 
and 
K=# K,. 
neN 
Note that g’, . d, . (k + 1))’ and g’, . (d, + 6,) . km’ are integers, for n E PU and 
kE [g’,, gi), by (2) and (3). This is convenient when we prove (11) below. 
Proof that d(K) = 0. First for all n we obtain: 
(6) min(K,,)agf$=$, 
and 
(7) 
4, + & 
max(K,)Sg:T= d,+S,. 
gn 
Hence max( K,) <min(K,+,) for n EN, by (5), and also 
(8) if m E [min(K,+,), min( K,,,)) 
then~Kn[l,m]~~d,+6,f~K,+,n[l,m]~. 
From (5) and (6) we see that 
(9) if m E [min( K,+,), min(K,+J) then 
d,+& g,+, 
-<b(d,,+&)+ 
m n+, 
for all n. Clearly (8) and (9) reduce our task to proving that 
(10) lim max i IK, n [l, mll: min( K,) c m < min( K,+, *-cc )) =O. 
To prove (10) we begin with observing that IKn,kl and min( Kn,k) increase with 
decreasing k. Since IG,, = g, for n E N it follows that for all n E N and k E [g’, , gi) 
and m EN, if either m 2 min( K+) or m < min( Kn,k_,) and k > g’, , then 
~~K,n[l,m]l~(min(K~,~))-‘x1G~~x~K~,kl 
+. (k+l). d”;;;~l;‘) 
n 
1 n g, .6 s--+2 
&I 4 
1 1 
S-+-. 
gn n 
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(We used k 2 g’, and (4) for the last two inequalities.) Since lim,,, g, = ~0, as 
observed above, this proves (10). This completes the proof that d(K) = 0. 
Proof of (*). Consider any finite FE [l, CO). For every n EN with n 2 
max{lFI, max(F)} there is GE 9% such that 
(VrEF)(3kEG)[k/n*<r<(k+l)/n*]. 
Consequently 
is infinite. Let cp be a diffuse mean on I; then cp extends limits, see Section 3. 
Because of (1) and Lemma 4.10 we see that we can define a shift-invariant measure 
K on N satisfying K([ r. N]) = r-l for r E [0, Co) by 
K(X)=(D-li~m~IXn[d.,,d,+6,,)/. 
n 
It remains to prove that K([ r. K]) = r-’ for r E F. Since we already know that 
K([r’N])=r-’ for r E F we see from the definition of K that it suffices to prove 
(11) [r.Kln[d,,d,+6,)=[r.~ln[d,,d,+6,), 
for all r E F and n E I. Consider any r E F and n E I. There is k E G, with k/g’, s r < 
(k + 1) * g’, , i.e., with 
2 2 
r-< 1s rg?.. grl 
k-t1 k 
Clearly for this k 
[r.N]n[d,,d,+6,)z[r.K]n[d,,d,+S,) 
2[r. IL,k)n[L 4+&) 
=[[r.gi. d,/(k+l1)1,[r~d~ (4+&)/kl)~[r*~l 
n[&, A+%) 
=,[d,,d,+6,)n[r.~ln[d,,d,+6,) 
=[r.N]n[d,,d,+6,). 
This proves (11). 
Appendix 7A: A conjecture of Bumby and Ellentuck, and questions 
Let & (or &‘) denote the set of all measures on N such that if cp is the associated 
mean then q(x) ~su~,,~~ K’ xi_, xk (or cp(x) slim sup,,a n-’ CL=, xk), for XE 
B(N). 
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Let 98 be the set of all measures p on N such that p([ r. K]) s p(K) for each 
r E [l, CO) and each K E C??(N). Bumby and Ellentuck, [13, p. 411, state that ti E 93. 
This may be proved as follows: If p E &, and cp is the associated mean, then for all 
K E P(N) and r E [ 1,~) we have 
=suppl]Kn(n/r,n]] 
ntrm n 
Note that 5% is not the set of [l, co)-scale-invariant measures: in Example 5.6 we 
showed that d’ has a measure which is not {2}-scale-invariant. 
Bumby and Ellentuck also “would like to conjecture” that 3 G &. Since each 
[l, co)-stretchable measure trivially belongs to g, and is diffuse, and since &’ is 
precisely the set of diffuse measures in &, and since members of &’ obviously extend 
density, this conjecture would imply that [ 1, co)-stretchable measures extend density. 
This is false by Theorem 1.4, i.e., the example constructed in Section 7. 
The fact that ti’ is such a natural class of measures extending density suggests 
the following questions. 
Question 7A.l. Let G% be the set of all measures p on lW such that 
and let 9 be the set of all measures on N which extend density. So &’ E % c 9. Is 
d’ = %Y or not? Is %? = 9 or not? 
An indication that ti’ might not be equal to (e is that the easy proof, given above, 
that d c C% seems to use means in an essential way. Is 55’ E CB or not? Is 9 G 9 or 
not? Recall that we have some information about 9: each measure in 9 is shift- 
invariant, by Proposition 5.7. 
8. A measure that cannot handle the irrationals 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.7, i.e., we construct a Q”-stretchable measure 
p on FU and a K E P(N) such that p(K) = 1 but p([r. K]) =0 for each irrational 
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rE [l, Co). Because of Corollary 4.9, and the special case T= {N} u 
{[r - K]; r E [l, 00)) and M = N, with obvious t, of Lemma 6.1(A), it suffices to find 
K G N such that 
for each finite F G [l, a)\Q there is a shift-invariant measure K on 
NsuchthatK(k.N)=K(k.K)=k~‘,forkE~,andK(k.[r.K])=O, 
for kEN and rE F. (*) 
Construction of K. Let w : N + N be any function such that for all n 
(I) w+{n !} is infinite. 
Let f: N + N be any function such that 
(2) fn+,>n. w;(fn+I) 
for all n. Define 
K,., = [j f .L, j . .L +A for HEN and jE[l, w,lN, 
and 
K,= l., K,,, for nEN, 
.I=--M.(“) 
K= u K,. 
ntN 
Proof of (*). Let F c [ 1, a)\Q be finite. Let cp be a diffuse mean on N. For a strictly 
increasing function g : N+ N satisfying w,,,, = n! hence ( Kg(,),,!1 = n! for all n, as 
well as an additional condition (3) to be established below, define a measure K on 
N by 
Then K is shift-invariant and satisfies k([ r. N]) = r-’ for all r E IA. 
Consider any k E N. If n 3 k then k divides n !, and if j = n !/k then one readily 
checks that 
(k * W n Kgcn),n! 2 (k * K) ,-J Kgcn~,n~ 
z(k* Kg,n,,j)n f&,,,,!=(k* N)n Kpcn~,n!, 
hence(k. K)nK,(,,,,!=(k.~)nK,(,,,,,. Since K ([ k. N]) = km’ it follows from the 
definition of K (and the fact that cp is diffuse) that K([k. K]) = km’. 
The additional condition on g is that for every k E N and r E F the set 
(3) {HEN: k.[r. KlnKgc,,,,!f:B} 
is finite. Clearly this implies that K (k . [r . K]) = 0 for k E N and r E F since K, being 
diffuse, extends limits. 
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It remains to show that there is a strictly increasing g :N+ N satisfying (3). We 
begin with observing that 
k.[r.K,l~[f;,,k.r.w,.(f,+l)) 
for k, n E N and r E F, hence from (2) and its obvious corollary that t is strictly 
increasing we see that 
(4) if n>l+k*max(F) then (k.[r.K])nK,,.,.,=k,[r.K,]nK,,(., 
fornEtIand rgF. Wenextobservethatfor k,nE&jE[l,w,]and rEF 
(5) (k. [r. &,,I) n L,,,.cnj = 0, 
if either r. k.j.(f,,+l)<w;f, or r. k.j.f,>w;(f;,+l). We may write these 
conditions as w;f;;((fn+l). k.j)-‘>r and w;(fn+l).(jn. k.j)-‘<r respec- 
tively. Next we note that 
(6) 
w . fn w.(.L+l) w 
A!!,!,(fn+l). r(.j=!‘fc fn. k.j =- k+j’ 
for all natural numbers w, k andj. This follows from the fact, just observed, that f 
is strictly increasing. Since F consists of finitely many irrationals we now see from 
(l), (5) and (6) that we can find a strictly increasing g : N+ N such that w,(,) = n! 
for n EN, and 
forHEN, kE[l,n]andjE[l,n!].(Thepointof“kE[l,n]”isthatforfixednE~ 
we wish to consider only finitely many triples (k, j, r).) This, together with (4) implies 
(3). 
Remark 8.1. Bumby and Ellentuck, [3, p. 411, state that if a measure p is shift- 
invariant and A-scale-invariant for a dense A c [ 1, CO), and if in addition p([r . X]) G 
p(X) for all r E [l, 00) and X E 9(N), then j..~ is [l, co)-scale-invariant (hence [l, a)- 
stretchable by Corollary 4.7). Our example shows that if one knows p([r . X]) G 
p(X) for all rE [l, 00) and for one particular X E 8(N) then this is not sufficient 
to conclude that p([r.X])=r-’ .p(X) for all rE[l,cO). 
Remark 8.2. It is easy to give an example of an X E P’(N) and an re [l, ~0) such 
that p([r. X])>p(X), and in fact there is XE GP(tV) with p(X)=0 such that 
p([r.X])>O for all irrationals rE[l,m): Just let X=N\K, then p([r.X])=r-’ 
for all irrationals r E [ 1, cc) since p ([ r. N]) = r-’ for all r E [ 1, ~0) by Lemma 4.10. 
9. Measures that cannot handle a rational 
We here prove Theorem 1.10, i.e., we construct, for each q E Q”\N, and Mscale- 
invariant measure p on RI and a K E P(N) such that p(K) = 0 but p([ q. K]) # 0, 
and in fact p([q . K]) = km’ if q = k/l for k, I E N relatively prime. 
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From the special case M = N and Y = {N, K, [q * K]}, with obvious t, of Lemma 
6.1(B), we see that it suffices to find a measure Y on N and a K E P(N) such that 
v(m. N)= m-', u(m.K)=O, and u(m. [q. K])=& (*) 
for mEtY. 
Construction of v and K. Since k and 1 are relatively prime there are integers x and 
y with kx - ly = 1, and in fact there are positive such x and y (since if kt - by = 1 
then k({+ ml) - I( 17 + mk) = 1 for all m). Fix such x and y. Then obviously k and 
y are relatively prime, hence by Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in arithmetic pro- 
gressions, there are infinitely many primes in k. N+y, see, e.g., [14, Chapter 141. 
Hence there is a function f: N + N such that for all n 
(1) 
and 
k. fn + y is prime and larger than Ix - y], 
(2) fn+,> n. (n. k+l). (k..L+y). 
Define 
S,=(k.f,+y).[l,n],={i.(k.f,+y): i~[l,n]~}, 
K, ={j. I. (k.f,+y)+Z.f,+x:j~[l, n],}, 
and 
K=U K,. 
ncN 
Let cp be a diffuse mean on N and define a measure Y on N by 
This is a measure since IS,,] = n for n E N. 
Proof of (*). We prove v( m * N) = m-l for all m. To this end fix m and note that, 
because of (1) and (2), if nsm then k.f,+y>m and hence k+fn+y and m are 
relatively prime. It easily follows that 
m~NnS,=m~(k~f,+y)~[l,n/m],, 
for nam. As ]S,I=n for HEN, it follows that lim,]m*NnS,I/n=mP’ hence 
v( m * N) = rn-’ since cp, being diffuse, extends limits. 
Before we prove the other two formulas we make some simple observations. Since 
kx - ly = 1 we have qx = kxll = y + I-‘, hence [ qx] = y since 1> 1 since q = k/i si? N. 
Hence 
(3) [q.Kl={(j* k+l).(k.f,+y):jE[l,nl,}. 
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ForpE{l,q} we have 
because of (2) and (3), and we trivially have min([p . K,]) 2fn, hence 
(4) m.[p.K]nS,=m.[p.K,]nS,, 
if m,nENand narn. 
We now prove the second third of (*). As above fix m. For all n EN we have 
fn’lx-~1, by (l), h ence 1.f,+x<k.f,+y because kzl+l (as q=k/l>l). It 
follows that each member of S,, but no member of m . K,, is divisible by k .fn + y, 
henceS,n(m* K,)=t!lforn~m.Fromthisandfrom(4)weseethat(m. K)nS,,=8 
for n 3 m. Since cp extends limits we conclude that v( m . K) = 0. 
To prove the third third of (*) we note that (3) implies that 
m~[q~K,]nS,={m~(k~j+l)~(k~f,,+y):m~(k~j+l)~n}. 
It follows from (4) that 
lim lm*[q. Klnf%I 1 =- 
n-co n mk’ 
for m E IV. Hence v( m . [q . K]) = mm’/ k for m E N since cp extends limits. 
Question 9.1. Is there an N-scale-invariant measure p on N such that for each 
qEQ=‘\N there is KEP(N) with p([q. K])fq-‘.p(K)? Can one have K 
independent of q? 
10. The intuitively correct size of subsets of N, I. With AC 
Certain subsets of N have an intuitively correct size, e.g., 
(1) b+[a*N] has size uPi, for b E [0, ~0) and a E [ 1, CO). 
There are at least two intuitively correct methods to define rigorously for certain 
subsets of N what their size should be. 
One, quite elementary, method is to define the size of K to be d(K), if d(K) 
exists. We argued in Remark 1.2(c) that this yields the correct value if d(K) exists; 
obviously this interpretation of size satisfies (1). We mention that we feel that 
defining the size of K to be its upper asymptotic density 
d(K) = lim sup 
IK n [l, nil 
“EN n 
is not an intuitively correct method since there there would be two disjoint sets both 
of size 1. 
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Another, more sophisticated, method is the following, proposed by Bumby and 
Ellentuck, [3, $21. If 2 is a nonempty set of measures on N call K E P(N), 2’4zabZe 
if p (K) = v(K) for all p, v E 9, and call this common value the Z-size of K, denoted 
by (T~( K). (We prefer “9-sizable” and “Z-size” over “2-measurable” and “Z- 
measure” because Z-size is not a measure, i.e., a&K) is not defined for all K E LP(N), 
unless IL?] = 1 of course.) If .Y is the set of all measures on lV having some nice 
property, then Z-size should yield the intuitively correct size. 
The best set Y Bumby and Ellentuck had available was the set Y of all [l, CO)- 
stretchable measures. Clearly Y-size satisfies (1). We will see in a moment that 
(2) if d(K) exists and if K is Y-sizable, then d(K) = cry(K), for K E P(N). 
However, there is a set A c N such that d(A) exists but which is not Y-sizable, and 
there is an .Y-sizable B s N for which d(B) does not exist: A is the set which exists 
by Theorem 1.4 with d(A) = 0 such that p(A) = 1 for some p E Y; this set is not 
Y-sizable because of (2). For B we take 
B= u [4”,2.4”)N. 
nGNLJ{O) 
One has 
liminflBnP, nil= lim lBn[l,4”)1 
n-r: n n-c.2 4” - 1 
=& n<’ 4” = l/3, 
m 0 
and 
lim sup 
IBn[l,nll=lim IBnCL2.4”)\= 
n+m n n-u 2.4”-1 
2.4t_l e 4m=2/3, 
m 0 
hence d(B) does not exist. However, clearly 2 * B and 1 + 2 . B are disjoint sets 
whose union is N\B, hence for all I_L E 9 we have $J (B) +&L(B) = 1 - p(B), hence 
p(B)=;. 
Theorem 1.3 provides us with a much better 9, namely the set 99 of all stretchable 
and thinnable measures. If you agree that d(K) is the intuitively correct size of 
K-if d(K) exists-then you must agree that a;/,,-(K) is the intuitively correct size 
of K-if K is YY-sizable, since the behavior of members of 9.Y generalizes the 
behavior of density, as mentioned in Remark 1.2(c). At any rate, since members of 
99 extend density we do not change our elementary intuition based on density, 
we only extend it. Similarly, since 99~ Y, we do not change intuition based on 
Y-size, only extend it. (Note that we now have proved (2), for cTfli(K) = d(K) if 
d(K) exists, and gTf,-i( K) = a,/(K) if K is Y-sizable.) 
As with Y and 99, if one considers any set 5? of measures with 9~ YY, then 
Z-size extends Y.Y-size. Because the set ‘8 of elastic measures, defined in Section 
5, is a, possibly proper, subset of 99, and consists of measures with intuitively 
correct behavior, and because we know no smaller such set, we propose ‘&size as 
the rigorous definition of intuitively correct size. 
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11. The intuitively correct size of subsets of N, II. Without AC 
In the preceding section we proposed %-size as the rigorous definition of intuitively 
correct size. Esthetically it is unpleasant that g-size depends on the existence of 
certain diffuse measures for its definition, however intuitively correct their behavior 
may be: the existence of diffuse measures on N cannot be proved in ZF, so it would 
seem that we need (some form of) AC to make sense of our intuition. In this section 
we show that this is not really the case. We keep things pleasantly informal. 
Consider again the set B=l._JntNu(O~ [4”, 2 . 4”), of Section 10; we noted that 
2.Bn(l+2.B)=0andthat2.Bu(l+2.B)=N\B,hencethat~(B)=~foreach 
elastic measure p. The calculation can also be seen as a calculation that V(B) =$, 
for a real-valued function a, defined for certain subsets of N, such that 
(1) ~@!)=l, and fl(KuL)=cr(K)+a(L) if KnL=& 
(2) a(n. K)=n -' .a(K) for neN; 
(3) iff(n)sg(n) for all HEN then a(fo~)~~(g~lV); 
(4) if lim, n/f(n) exists then V(K) = lim, n/f(n) * a(K). 
(The redundancy is intentional.) More generally, we say that V(N) = r if there is a 
similar calculation that establishes the value r for a(N). In other words, g(N) = r 
if there is a proof that p (IV) = r for each elastic measure p. (The proof consists of 
two parts: It first picks an arbitrary p E ‘8 and then shows that p(N) = r. The second 
part, with (T instead of p, is our calculation that a(N) = r.) Therefore we may 
consider w(N), if defined, to be the g-size of N even if 8 = 0. 
Question 11.1. Assume % f 0. We just showed that if a(N) is defined then N is 
g-sizable and (T+(N) = a(N). I do not know if P(N) is defined for each %-sizable 
set N. For the present discussion this does not matter: the size of N cannot be 
intuitive if one cannot calculate it. 
There is one problem we should address, even if we are as informal as we are: 
Is u well defined? If 8 # 0 then there is no problem since if a(N) is defined then 
a(N) = gr (N), hence any two calculations must come up with the same value for 
V(N). However, if %‘=0 our calculation is purely formal, so we must face the 
possibility that there is LE P(N) whose very existence clashes so violently with the 
assumption that 8 # 0 that there are calculations leading to different values of a(N) 
(i.e., there are proofs of “if p E 8 then p(N) = r” for different numbers r, so that 
% = 0). We sketch a proof that this cannot happen. 
For the proof it is convenient to allow only calculations which use (l), (2) and 
(3). This is no loss of generality since for each instance of (4) we wish to use we 
can include the proof of this instance in our calculation (this proof is in Lemmas 
4.2 and 4.5). Each calculation mentions only countably many subsets of N. This is 
true for the original concept of calculation; for example our calculation of a(B) 
mentions B, 2 * B, 1+2 . B and RJ\B. Hence it is true for our modified concept of 
calculation, as one shows with careful bookkeeping. 
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Now consider NE 9(N) and two calculations of a(N). Let d consist of all 
subsets of N mentioned by either calculation. We take this to mean among others 
that NE &, and that fo NE & for each injection f: N + N such that one of the 
calculations mentions f and f 0 N. Let .Z be the linear subspace of %(tV) spanned 
by {xK: K E a}. From an ever so careful proof of the Hahn-Banach Theorem one 
sees that there is a linear functional on 9’ which is like a diffuse mean but only 
defined for members of 9. From Construction 5.2 or 5.3 it follows that there is a 
function p : d+ R which is like an elastic measure. In particular, p satisfies all 
instances of (l), (2) and (3) mentioned by one of our calculations. Consequently 
both calculations must find the value p(N) for a(N). 
12. Measures that extend density 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.12 and 1.13. Before doing so we state and 
prove a lemma, which is the Proposition of Remark 1.2(b). 
Lemma 12.1. Letf :N+N bean injection, and let K =foN =N of(cJ: Remark 1.1(b)). 
(1) IffelL then d(K)=A(f). 
(2) Iff is strictly increasing, and if d( K) exists, then f E [I and A(f) = d(K). 
Proof. We first prove (1). Let A = A(f) (i.e., 1 im, n/f(n) = A). Let E > 0 be arbitrary, 
with &<A if A>O. Pick eEN so that Ik/fk-AI<e for kE(e,co). Then for all 
kE(e,a) we havef,>k/(A+a), and alsofk<k/(A-a) if A>O. Hence for all 
nE(e,oo), with nSmax{fk: kg[l, e]} and nae/(A -e) if A>O, we have 
where[l,a]=Oifa<l. Since/Kn[l,n]]=]{kE~:fk<n}(itfollowsthat/d(K)- 
AIs&. 
Now we prove (2). We have 
d(Kj=lim IKn[Lnll= lim I{k~~:fk~nIl 
n 
= lim l{kEN:fk sfn>l 
n-a fn . 
But I{k E N: fk c fn}l = n since f is strictly 
Corollary 12.2. For each K E P’(N) such 
there is L G K such that d(L) = 8. 
increasing. 0 
that d(K) exists and each 8~[0,d(K)] 
Proof. Let (Y E [0, 11. We will find L with d(L) = (Y . d(K). Let g be a strictly 
increasing injection from N to N such that lim,,, n/g, = a. We claim that L = K 0 g 
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is as required. For 
d(L)= lim 
n & +--=lim-+-=, lim 
rz 
n+mcFc g,) “-“g, CK(&) 
-=ad(K). 0 
n-m cK(n) 
Now let G be the group of all permutations of tV that belong to IL. Recall that a 
measure p on N is said to extend density r if p(K) = r for each K E P’(N) such that 
d(K) = r. Theorem 1.12 states that the following conditions on a measure p are 
equivalent: 
(1) p extends density; 
(2) there is TE (0, 1) such that p extends density r; 
(3) there is k E N\(l) such that p extends density km’; 
(4) p(K) = ~(fo K) for each f~ [L such that A(f) = 1 and each K E P(N); 
(5) p(K)=p(fo K) for eachfEG such that h(f) = 1 and each K E 9’(N). 
We shall now prove Theorem 1.12. The implication (l)+(2) is trivial. 
Proof of (2)+(3). Let E be the set of all e E (0,l) such that p extends density 
e. We begin with showing that 
if ee.E then 1-[e-‘].eEE. 
Indeed, consider K E P’(N) with d(K) = 1 -[e-l] . e. Using Corollary 12.2 one can 
find a pairwise disjoint collection +Z with U % = N\K and d(C) = e for C E %?. (If 
you get U % c K replace some C E % by C u (K - I., %‘).) Clearly 1 %I = [e-l], hence 
p(bJ\K)= 1 p(C)= C d(C)=[ep’].e. 
c‘ c % cc % 
Now consider any e E E, and define f: N + E by 
and 
f, = e, 
fn+l = 1 -[fn’l .fn. 
If there is n EN so that f ,’ E FV then we are done (since fn f 1 for all n E N), so 
suppose f ,’ & N for n E N. (Of course this happens iff e is irrational.) We claim that 
fn < l/n for all n E IV. This is clear for n = 1. Now consider n E N, and assume fn ( l/n. 
Since f,‘&N there is kE[n,oo) so that l/(k+l)<f,<l/k, so that [fi’]=k. It 
follows that [f;‘] .fn>k/(k+l), hence f,+,<l/(k+l)<l/(n+l). 
We now know that inf( E) = 0, and use this to prove (3) by proving that p extends 
density. Consider any K E P(N) such that d(K) exists, and any e E E. Using 
Corollary 12.2 one can find a pairwise disjoint collection (e with (_, % G K such 
thatd(C)=eforCEce,andd(K\UCe)<e.As~(C)=d(C)forCE~itfollows 
that p(K)zp(U %Y)=d(K)-d(K\U %)>d(K)-e. Hence p(K)ad(K) since 
inf(E) = 0. As K was arbitrary this implies p((N\K) 2 d (N\K) = 1 -d(K). Hence 
p(K) = d(K). 
Proof of (3)=+(4). In order to make the idea behind the proof clear we advise 
the reader reread the proof of Proposition 5.7. That proof establishes a special case 
of (3)*(4), namely the following statement. 
If p extends density f then p is shift-invariant. 
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Consider any f~ [I such that A(f) = 1 and K E 9(N). If F denotes the fixed point 
set {n~N:f,=n} off then ~(foK)=~(FnK)+~(fo(K\F)), hence we may 
assume K n F = 0. Consequently there are three pairwise disjoint sets K,,, K, and 
K,withK,uK,uK,=K andKinf~Ki=e)foriE{0,1,2}:sinceforeachnEK 
the set ({f(n)} uf’(n)) n [l, n) has at most two elements we can decide which Ki 
to put n in with recursion on n E K. (Actually, if f is a fixed point free function, 
not necessarily injective, from any L to itself, then L admits a similar decomposition, 
see [lo].) Since /.L is finitely additive it follows that without loss of generality 
(i) Kn(foK)=@ 
Using finite additivity once more we see that without loss of generality 
(ii) (Vx,y~ K)[x<y=Sx+ksy], 
where k is as in (3). 
Since lim,,, n/f, = 1 we can find functions p, q, r : N + N such that 
(iii) pn < qn < r, <pntl, 
(iv) if i<p, thenJ;<q,, and if i>q,,+, thenJ>r,,, 
(v) lim (q.-PJ+(P.+l-r,,)=o 
9 n-m P n+l -Pn 
and 
(vi) lim * = 0. 
n+‘x 
From (iii), (iv) and (v) one sees that 
(vii) lim IKn[p,,p,+,)l-l(f°K)n[p,,p,+,)l=O 
n+cc P n+, -Pll 
From (ii) and (vii) one sees that 
limsup~~~~~~.~~+~~l~limsup~~fo~~~~~~,~~+~~~~~ 
n--2 P n+l -Pn n+co Pntl - Pn k’ 
As k 2 2 it follows that for n E N one can pick A,, c [ pn, P,+~)\( K u (f 0 K)) such that 
lim IA,~(Knb,,p,+~))l=~ 
n-m P n+l -Pn k’ 
Put A=UncN A,,. From (vii) we see that 
lim I(A~K)n[p,,p,+,)l=lim I(Au(f°K))n[p,,p,+,)l=l 
n-m P n+, -Pn n+‘x Pm+1 -Pn k’ 
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It follows from (vi) that d(Au (fo K)) = d(Au K) = k-‘, hence p(Au (fo K)) = 
~(AuK).Consequently~(f~K)~~((K)sinceAn(f~K)=0andAnK=e). 
The implication (4)*(5) is trivial. 
Proo~of (5)*( 1). It should be clear that p is diffuse. Now consider any K E P(N) 
such that d(K) exists. For n EN let 6, abbreviate .-’ * IK n[l, n]/, and put 6 = 
link, 6,, (i.e., 6 = d(K)). There are functions f, g : N + N such that 
(i) .L+, =fn +g,, for n EN, 
and 
(ii) lim gn/fn = 0. 
n-LX 
We can also require that f and g satisfy the following conditions: 
and 
IJ_m max{ k E N: (Vq E [ 1, k])[ q divides g,,]} = CO. 
It is easy to construct such f and g once one realizes this: Fix e E (0, l), and consider 
m EN with IS,, - 6]< a2/3 for n 2 m. Then forJ; g E N with f 2 m and g 2 f. E we have 
IKn[f+1,f+gll=IKn[1,f+gll-IKn[1,fll 
g g 
=(f-td.6,+,-f.4 
g 
=$@,+,-S,)+S,,, 
hence 
IKn[f+l,f+qj < 2+1 . E’/3cs. 
g I( > E 
Now let q E [4, ~0)~ be arbitrary. We plan to show Ip(K) - 61<3/q. Find m E kJ such 
that for all n 2 m 
and 
q divides g, 
There is p E (0) u [ 1, q - 3 JN such that 
(iii) 
~,l~~[.L+I,j,+g~l~ ~+3 S- 
4 gfi 4 ’ 
and also p/q<S<(p+3)/q. (Actually, (p+l)/q<S unless S~[O,l/ql, and 6< 
(p+z)/q unless sE[(q-l)/q,ll.) Then we prove IpCLK)-61<3/q if we prove 
P/q~~(K)~(p+3)/q. 
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Since p is diffuse it suffices to prove ~/qsp(K n[_L+1,~0))~(~+3)/q. To 
that end it suffices to find a permutation r of N and a TE 9’(N) such that if 
T, denotes (xi-‘) 0 T (where r”=id =(rr)niN, and rri+’ = ~0 rTTi) for iEN then 
~~[fn+l,fn+gn)=[fn+ll,fn+ggn), for nzm; 
(iv) if i#j then Tin=@, for i,jE[l,q]; 
and 
Since L-l,,,, [fn + l,fn +g,) = [fm + 1, a)-by (i)-we see from (ii) that 
lim n+cr n/v-r,, = 1. It follows from (iv) and (v) that p( 7’i) = l/q for 1 s is q, hence 
from (iv) and (vi) that p/q<p(K)<(p+3)/q. 
It remains to construct v and T. To this end we construct, for each n 3 m 
separately, the restrictions n-TT, =~~LL+l,fn+gnl and T,= TnK+l,.L+g,l, and 
let r(k) = k for k E [l,fm]. So fix n 2 m. Write t, as aq. Since 
because of (iii), it is easy to find a family 9 consisting of a pairwise disjoint subsets 
of[f,+l,f,+aq]ofcardinalityq(henceU~=[[f,+l,f,+aq])suchthatp~~Kn 
DI d p + 3 for each D E 9. We construct T, and T,, by constructing the restrictions 
TD = T, n D and rTTD = 7~, 10, which will be a permutation of D, for D E 9 separately. 
So consider any DE 9. If K n D = (b let TD = 0, and let rrD be any permutation of 
D. If K n D # 0 pick g E K n D, let TD = {g}, and let rD be a cyclic permutation 
of D such that 
then obviously 
~~(~~‘)~T~~KnD~‘~(n:;‘)~T, 
I=, 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.12. 
The proof of Theorem 1.13 is less involved. We have to show that the following 
conditions on a measure p are equivalent: 
(1) p extends density 0; 
(2) /r extends density 1; 
(3) p(K ~f)=p((K) for eachfg[L such that A(f)=l, and each KcN; 
(4) p(K of)=0 for eachfeL such that h(f)=O, and each KGN; and 
(5) ~(fo K)=O for eachfEL such that h(f)=O, and each KGN 
The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows by looking at complements. 
Before we prove the other implications we introduce a piece of notation: iff: N + N 
is an injection (and f 0 N is co-infinite) then 7 will denote the monotone surjection 
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from N onto N\(fo N). Lemma 12.1 implies the following facts about f: iffe IL then 
f~k and A(f)+,!(f)= 1. 
Proof of (2)*(3). Let f~ O_ be such that h(f) = 1 and let K s N. Consider the 
set L= (N\K)u (K of). Lemma 12.1(l) implies 
I(K of) n 11, nil = 1 
ii?? IKn[l, n]l . 
Using this equality it is easy to show that d(L) = 1, hence p(L) = 1. But then 
P(K) = I -P@\K) = P(L)-PW\K) = P(K of). 
Proofof(3)*(4). IffElL andh(f)=OthenA(J‘)=l sothatp(K)=p(K~J); 
but then p(K of) = 0. 
Proofof (4)*(5). IffEU. and A(f)=0 then certainly ~(foN)=~(Nof)=O; 
butfoKcfoNforevery K. 
Proofof (5)=+( 1). This is easy: if d( K) = 0 then K =fo N, wheref is the counting 
function of K. By Lemma 12.1(2) we have A(f) = 0 so that p(K) = 0. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.13. 
13. A most unnatural measure 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.14, i.e., for each f: IV+ [0, l] such that 
f(1) = 1 and f(kZ) =f(k) *f(Z) for k, ZEN (*) 
we construct a diffuse measure p on N such that ~(rn. K) =f(m) . p(K) for m EN 
and K E Y(N). 
Step 1. For each n E N we find (Y~ E [O, l] depending on n such that 
n/m 
(1) C ami =ftm), 
i=l 
for m 1 n. 
Proof: For convenience we put (Y~ = 0 if i ,j’ n. Then (1) becomes 
(2) C ff,d =f(m), 
mdln 
for m 1 n. It is not hard to solve (2) by calculating (Y, for smaller and smaller m 1 n, 
but since we need to show LY, E [0, l] for m 1 n we need a better way to solve (2). 
Recall that the MGbius function p : N + R is defined by 
if n = 1, 
if p* 1 n for some prime p, and 
if n is the product of r distinct primes, 
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and satisfies 
Lx* P(d) = 
1, if n=l, and 
0, ifn>l. (*I 
We claim that the solution to (2) is given by 
for m 1 n. Indeed, fix m and consider the sum 1, amd where d ranges over the 
divisors of n/m. For such a d we have (Y,,,~ = 1, p(e)f(mde), where e ranges over 
the divisors of n/(md). We get the following double sum: 
(4) ; (ymd =;; Aelf(mde). 
Let i be any divisor of n/m, the term f( mi) appears in the right-hand side of (4) 
precisely when d divides i and e = i/d, it is then multiplied by p(i/d). We conclude 
that the right-hand side of (4) is equal to 
Ff(mi) + lli p(il4 =~.f(mi) . z_ p(d) =f(m), 
I 
by property (*) of the function /L. 
From (1) and (3) we see that 
a, =f(m) . d,Im pcL(dl.04, 
for m 1 n, hence we prove (Y, E [0, l] for m E [0, l] if we prove 
(5) dF,X +(d).!(d) E [O, 11, 
for m EN. This is clear if m = 1, so assume m > 1. Let F be the set of primes that 
divide m. From the definition of p and (*) we see that 
dfm /-4dlf(d) = .“, (-l)‘“_f FI P 
c ( > PEA 
=,fF (WA’ n f(P) 
piA 
= p$ (1 -f(P)). 
(Of course flPEMf(p) = 1.) This proves (4) since f(n) E [0, l] for n EN. 
Step 2. For n E N we find a diffuse measure A,, on N such that A,(m . N) =f(m) 
for m 1 n. 
ProoJ: For i E [l, n] define Ni = i + n. (N u (0)); since this is a countably infinite 
set we can find a diffuse measure vi on it. Let cxi, for i E [l, n] be as in Step 1. From 
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the special case m = 1 of (1) we see that C:=, CY, = 1, hence we can define a diffuse 
measure A, on N by 
h,(K) = ; a,v,(K nrq). 
i=l 
Now consider any m In. We have 
n/m 
N= u i+n . (Nu{O}), 
,=I ( > m 
hence m . N = lJ:JT N,,,;. Since N, n Nj = 0 for distinct i, j E [ 1, n], it follows from (1) 
that A,,(m. N) =f(m). 
Step 3. We construct a diffuse measure A on N such that A (m 1 N) =f( m) for m E N. 
Proof Let cp be any diffuse mean on N. Let A,,, for n EN be as in Step 2. Then 
we define A : P(N)+lR by 
A(K) = cp-lim A,!(K). 
n 
Of course A is a diffuse measure on N since each A,! is a diffuse measure on N. 
Also, for each m E N we have A,!(m . N) =f(m) for n 2 m, hence A (m . N) = 
f(m) .f(N. 
Step 4. We construct a diffuse measure p on N such that p(rn. K) =f( m) . p(K) 
for m EN and K E C!?(N) under the additional assumption that f(m) # 0 for m EN. 
ProoJ: Let cp be an invariant mean on (N, .). Let A be as in Step 3. Then we can 
define a diffuse measure p on N by 
A(n. K) 
p(K)=cP-lip f(n) . 
For each m EN and K E P(N) we see from (*) that 
p(m. K)=cp-lim 
A(n.m.K) 
n f(n) 
= (p_,imf(mn) A(mn . K) -. 
n f(n) f(mn) 
A(mn . K) 
=f(m) . p-1,” ftmn) 
=f(m) . P(K) 
Step 5. We construct a diffuse measure P on N such that p( m . K) =f( m) * p(K) 
for m EN and K E C!?(N) without assuming additional conditions on f: 
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Prooj Let P be the set of primes (so 1 g P). Each f satisfying (*) is determined 
by its restriction f 1 P, and each function h : P + [0, 11 extends to a function f: N + 
[0, l] that satisfies (*), with f(n) # 0 for n EN if h(p) f 0 for p E l? It follows that 
one can 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
find a sequence (fn)ntN of functions N + [0, l] satisfying (*) and also 
f,(m)#O, for m,nEN; 
fn(~)=f(p) iff(p)fO, for nENpEP; 
limfn(p)=O iff(p)=O, forpEP 
n-m 
In Step 4 we found for each n E N a diffuse measure p,, on N such that p,,(m . K) = 
f,(m)*p,(K) for each rneN and KEY. Let cp be a diffuse mean on N, and 
define a diffuse measure p on N by 
p(K) = p-linm pu,(K). 
Now consider any p E P and K E 9’(N). If f(p) # 0 then, because of (7), 
I-~P. K) = (P-1,” pn(p. K) 
= cp-$mf,(p) 1 A(K) 
= v-l$f(p) . pun(K) 
=f(p) . P(K), 
and iff(p)=O then 
1-4~s K) = cp-linm.L(p). A(K) =O=f(p) * p(K) 
because of (8) since cp extends limits and since p,,(K) E [0, l] for n EN. 
It follows that p(m * K) =f(m) . p(K) for all m EN and K E 9(N). 
Remark 13.1. With a little bit of extra care we can make sure that p extends density 
0: In Step 2 we take care to have each vi to extend density 0 and find A, extending 
density 0. Then A of Step 3 extends density 0. Evidently d(m * K) = 0 if d(K) = 0, 
since d(m . K) = m-’ . d(K) if d(K) exists, for K E p(N). It follows that the /.L of 
Step 4 extends density 0, but then so does the p of Step 5. 
Remark 13.2. If j(m) 2 m-’ for m EN then one can prove the existence of our 
measure p using the Hahn-Banach Theorem as formulated in Remark 3.8. For 
m EN define a linear operator F,,, on B(N) by 
~r?l(x)n =
f(m)-’ * x,,,, if m 1 n, and 
o 
7 if m $ n. 
Also, define a seminorm p on B(N) by 
p(x)=limsupl i x,. 
n-00 n m=l 
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Then p 0 F, =f( m))’ . 6’ . p, hence p 0 F, <p iff f(m) Z m-i, for m EN. As the 
F,,, commute, it follows from the Hahn-Banach Theorem that there is a linear 
functional cp on B(N) with CJJ c p and cp 0 F, = p for m E N. The fact that cp s p makes 
cp a mean. Let p be its associated measure. Then 
F(m* K)=cp(Xm.K) 
=f(m) . cpU(m)-‘xm.K) 
=f(m). cp o Fm(xK) 
=f(mb(xK 1 
=f(m). P(K). 
Also, p extends density 0, and in fact 
IK n [I, nil 
p(K)sJ(K)=limsup n 
n+‘x 
for K E P(N). The corollary that or. is diffuse also follows from the fact that CmtN f(m) 
diverges, see Remark 13.3 below. 
Remark 13.3. For any f: N + [0, l] the following are equivalent: 
(I) C,,Nf(m) diverges, 
(2) every measure /1 on N such that p(m.K)=f(m).p(K) for mEN and 
K E P(N) is diffuse. 
To prove (l)*(2) note that for m, n EN we have 
pL({ml) . kYL,f(k) = p.({km: kE [l, nll)~ P@) = 1, 
and to prove (2)*(l) consider p defined by 
P(K)= C f(n) C f(n). 
ntK I ntrm 
Remark 13.4. At first sight the construction of this section also seems to yield a 
measure p on N that extends density 0 and is such that 
pu(K. m)=p(K) .f(m) (#) 
for K E S(N) and m EN. 
One just replaces m. K by K. m everywhere, and keeps in mind that m. N = N . m. 
However, Step 4 does not go since (K u Y) . m # (K . m) u ( Y. m) for most K, 
YE 9’(N) so that the function p defined is not a measure (but it will satisfy (#)). 
In fact (#) can hold for a diffuse measure p on N iff f(m) = m-’ for all m. The 
existence of a thinnable measure establishes much more than the sufficiency, see 
also Theorem 1.11. To prove necessity just observe that for m E N we have 
l=p([m,oo))=p ij[i,CO).m = f.f(m).p([i,CO))=m.f(m) 
r=l > i=L 
since w is diffuse. 
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